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A BSTIO,( ;T 
Eulcrian p¢~lynomial identities on n × n matrices were introduced by Szigeti, 
Tuza anti P,&'6sz. ttere we prove that some Eulerian polynomials art" ecmtained ira tht, 
T-ideal generated bv polynomials corresponding to graphs with less vertices...ks a
by-product we obtain a generalization of a graph-theoretic result of Swan. Then w~, 
give a complete description of Eulerian graphs with two vertices such that the 
correspcmding identity is satisfied by the n × n matrix ring over a unitary eovnmuta- 
tixe ring of characteristic 0.
I. INTR( ) I )UCT ION 
I,et 1" be a finite d irected graph with edge set E ( I ' )  = {x t . . . . .  x x} and 
vertex set V (F )= {1 . . . . .  k}. For  an edge x, denote by or(s) [r(s,)] the 
starting point [ending point] of  x .  A permutat ion 
X~( l )  " ' "  Xrr(N ) 
of the edges is an Eulerian troth of the graph Fl, ,t with a fixed pair of  
vert ices if (r(1) = p, r (N)  = q, and r ( i )  = ~r(i + 1) tor i = 1 . . . . . .  .V - 1. 
The graph I~,.,~ is called Eulerian i(" it has an Euler ian path. 
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Throughout the paper C denotes a commutative ring. Let C(x l . . . . .  x x ) 
be the free associative C-algebra of rank N. Our notation suggests that the 
variables correspond to the edges. To a graph with a fixed pair of vertices 
Fp.,t we shall associate the polynomial 
Pl.r,,(x I . . . . .  xN) = ~ sign('n')x~(l)...x~r(~., )  C(x  I . . . . .  x.~,), 
where the summation runs over all Eulerian paths of Fp.,i (the empty sum 
equals 0). These polynomials are called Eulerian. They were introduced in 
[6], where the authors proved 
TIIEOREM 1.1 [6]. I f  an Eulerian graph Fp,q satisfies 
k 
I E(F) I  >/2 E rain(n, max(l(slx, starts' at i}], I{slx~ ends at i}l)), 
i=1 
then Pvp~ = 0 is a polynomial identity on the n × n matrix ring M,(C). 
COROLLARY 1.2 [6]. I f  an Eulerian graph Ip.q satisfies I E(F)I >1 
2nlV(F)I, then Pr, ,, = 0 is a polynomial identity on M,,(C). 
REMARKS. 
(1) In the special case when F consists of one vertex and 2n loops we get 
that Sen = 0 is a Polynomial identity, on M,(C), where 
S.2,(x I . . . . .  x.2,) = ~] sign(Tr)x,~<l) ... x.<,2,,) 
7r~ Sym(2n) 
is the well-known standard polynomial. 
(2) We showed in [3] that for a fixed n all identities in Theorem 1.1 
follow from the identities in Corollary 1.2. 
(3) All identities of the 2 × 2 matrix algebra over a field of characteristic 
0 are consequences of its identities in Corollary 1.2 (cf. [3]). 
The converse of Theorem 1.1 is not true. Indeed, let us take a graph 
satisfying the conditions of the theorem, and replace an edge x~ by a walk 
xyz of length 3 going through two new vertices. On substituting the variable 
x~ by the word xyz in the polynomial corresponding to tile original graph, we 
obtain the polynomial corresponding to tile new graph. By this process we 
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can construct a graph which dc~s not satist},' the condition of Theorem 1.1; 
however, M,,(C) satisfies the corresponding identity. Thus it is a natural 
problem to describe all graphs having the propem., that the corresponding 
identity is satisfied bv M.(C). Another problem is to find a finite generatirlg 
system of the T-ideal" generated bv the Eulerian polynomials in Coroilam" 1.2. 
Conditions on the graph which imply that the corresponding identity' follows 
t'ronl some others can be usefill. In [2] we tound the following: 
Tm:~mEM 1.3 [2]. Let 1~,., be an Eulerian graph having 2n-fidd 
multi~de dges, that is, there are u, r ~ V(F) (u = t: is allowed) .such that 
I{s I (o'(s).  r (s) )  = (u, v)}[ >/2n.  "Fhe,a Pr,., = 0 is an identity on M,,(C): 
moreorer, it is a consequence of the standard i~&ntity of dt'~ree 2 n. 
Section 2 contains a generalization of Theorem 1.:3, that is, Theorem 2.1 
states that if an Eulerian graph satisfies some local condition, then the 
corresponding polynomial is contained in a T-ideal generated bv Eulenan 
l)ol)alomials corresponding to graphs with less vertices. Using similar ideas, 
we derive from Theorem 1.3 in Section 3 that the standard pol.~lmmial 
vanishes under a substitution of matrix units if enough of them behmg to a 
certain block. By a well-known procedure this result can be transformed into 
a graph-theoretic assertion, which is a generalization of a theorem of Swan 
that he used to prove the Amits,r-l,exStzki theorem in [.5]. 
\ \ 'e derived Corollary 1.2 directly from the Amitsur-Levitzki theorem in 
13]. Though we know mare, Eulerian [x)lynomial identities on M,,(C) which 
are not covered by Corollan' 1.2, all of them are conse(tttences of" the 
identities in Corollau' 1.2. We show in Section 4 that if C is of characteristic 
0 and C has a unity, then all Eulerian identities of M,,(C) corresponding to 
graphs with ~vo vertices are consequences of its identities in ('orollarv 1.2. 
More precisely, we ~ve a complete description of the Eulerian graphs with 
l~vo vertices such that the corresponding i(tentit~" is satisfied [)x: M,,(C). 
2. T-I I)EAI,S 
An ideal I of the flee ass(K'iative C-algebra C(X)  = C(x  t, x 2 . . . .  ) of 
ccmntable nmk is called a T-ideal if f (x  l . . . . .  x.)  ~ I implies that 
f (u  I . . . . .  u,,) ~ I |or any u 1 . . . . .  u,, ~- C(X) .  Obviously, for a C-algebra R 
the set 
{f l . f  ~ C( X ), f = I)is a polynomM identity on B} 
is a T-ideal. 
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Denote by ~(k ,  n) the T-ideal generated by the polynomials Pr, ,, with 
IV(F)I ~< k and IE(I')I >/2,1V(F)I.  
THEOREM 2.1. I f  F,.q is an Eulerian graph such that there are either 
equal or di.sjoint subsets Vl, V 2 C V(F) with v = Iv~l = IV21 and the number 
of edges starting in V l and ending in V, 2 is at least 2nv, then Pr,,,, 
is contained in ,g'(v, n). In partic~dar Pr,, ,, = 0 is a polynomial identity on 
m,,(C). 
Consider the algebra C(x~ . . . . .  x.x, ®c Mk(C), anti let {e u I 1 ~< i, j ~< k} 
be the k x k matrix units. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on Theorem 
1.3 and the observation from [3] that if F is a directed graph with N edges 
and v ( r )  c {1 . . . . .  k} then 
S,,,(x, ® eo.(l)r(l ) . . . . .  X~: ® ea,N)~.l.x.)) = E Pr, ; (x ,  . . . . .  XN) ®ei i .  
l<~i,j<~k 
(1) 
Proof of l"heorem 2.1. ~,~t us suppose that the conditions of the asser- 
tion are satisfied and V l A V 2 = O (the proof of the case V l = V9 is similar), 
V(F) = {1 . . . . .  k}, E(F) = {x I . . . . .  x.~,}. After a suitable renumbering we 
have that V l = {I . . . . .  v}, V 2 = {v + 1 . . . . .  "2t;}, and x I . . . . .  xo .... are edges 
from V l to V 2. We may assume that k = vd for some integer d (we add 
some vertices to F if necessary). Any integer i ~ {1 . . . . .  k} can be uniquely 
written in the tbrm i =v( [ i ] -  1) + i, where 1 ~<[i] ~<d and 1 ~<i ~<v. 
The map 
ei J -...eei / ® e[ilij ] 
extends to an isomorphism of the algebras 
Mk(C) --" :K(C) ¢, M,,(C), 
so we identify these algebras. Now the equality (1) changes to 
E El,.,( x I . . . . .  XN) ~ ei.j 
l<~i.j<~k 
= SN(/1 ~ (e~(i)~-(l) (~ e[~,(1)][,(l)]  . . . . .  
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Denote by A the graph with V(A) = {1 . . . . .  d}, E(A) = {Yl . . . . .  Yx}- and 
the edge "y, going from vertex [¢r(i)] to [r(i)]. By the equality ( I)  m-' have 
The edges Yl . . . . .  Yo,,, of A go fl'om vt,rtex 1 to 2: heuce by "Fheort.m 1.3 
the l)olxaaomial P..x.,(Yl . . . . .  Yx )  is contained in the T-ideal generated bx 
S~,.,,,. that is. 
t).,, ,( !/~ . . . . .  !t, ) 
spa,,, {u.Se,,, (u,  . . . . .  u2,,, )u 2 .... , I u,art, mo,,o,,,ials it, y, . . . . .  !tx }. 
()u rt'placing the vltriables !t, b s x, ® %¢,>~¢,, the mouomials u ¢.au 1>~, 
xvritleT, in the  fo rm 
t l  i =: ~'L'i ~ ('~,t," 
• ,,,]~t.r¢, u', is a m¢)nomia]  in x~ . . . . .  x., and  c , . ,  is a ~- X v u~atrix unit .  l.!siu~ 
( l )  a~ain \ re  ¢~btaiTi 
%,, , ( .  . . . . .  , ,~, , , )  = Y'. F . , ( , , ,  . . . . .  , . , , , , )  ®,  ,. 
where V( l~)= 1 . . . . .  t;}. E (~)  = {u t . . . . .  w~,,,}, and the e<l~e u, ~t ' s  
from x t~) t,. Summarizing. x,¢~. sc~' that on identif~,-iu~ the algebras 
M~(¢:) - - -M,(( : )  ®,, .~L~(c). 
tlw element ~L .-i,t~ k Pr. (xk . . . . .  xx)  ® t',i corresponds to 
Y'. E t.,, ..... (_~-, . . . . . .  ~.)  ®, . ,  ®,.,.,. 
I .<. a.  b <~ (I I .<s.t .<~ 
where the polynomials b,,.i .... t are contained in the T-ideal generated lw the 
l~olyllomials t '~,,  with at most t: vertices and 2nt: edges. Therelbre Pr,.., c 
W(r, n), as we claimed. • 
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3. MATRIX-UNIT SUBSTITUTIONS 
M. DOMOKOS 
Let B l, B 2 be either equal or disjoint subsets of {1 . . . . .  n} with IB~I = 
IB21 = b. We say that an n × n matrix unit e~j belongs to the block 
B =B l × B. z i f i~  B 1 and j~B 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(i) I f  ei,j, . . . . .  e~.j. are n × n matrix units such that at least 2b among 
them belong to a block B = B l × B 2, then Sm(efi) 1 . . . . .  ei~j. ,) ~- O. 
(ii) Let Fp q be an Eulerian graph, and let V l, V. z be either equal or 
disjoint subsets of V(F) with lEvi = Iv21. If there are at least "21v, I edges 
starting in V l and ending in V 2, then Fp. u has' the same number of Eulerian 
paths of  even and odd parity. 
Statement (ii) is the graph-theoretie r formulation of (i), and generalizes 
Swan's result from [5], which is just the special ease V l = V 2 = V(F)  of (ii). 
We mention that another special ease IV~l = i of (ii) is the trivial fact that if 
an Eulerian graph has double edges, then it has the same number of even 
and odd Eulerian paths. But the special ease V~ = 2 asserts for example that 
if F has a subgraph with vertices 1, 2, 3, 4 and edges x 1, x 2, x.~, x 4 such that 
(a (1) , r (1 ) )  = (1 ,3) ,  (a (2 ) ,  z (2 ) )  = (1 ,4) ,  
(~(3) ,  7(3) )  = (2 ,3 ) ,  (~(4) ,  7(4) )  = (2 ,4) ,  
then F has the same number of even and odd Eulerian paths, what is not 
immediately seen. We do not see how to give an immediate graph-theoretic 
proof of (ii) in full generality. 
Proof of  Theorem 3.1. (i): I_~t e,,j. . . . . .  e,,j., be n × n matrix units 
satisfying the eonditions of the assertion, and consider the ease B 1 ~ B 2 = 
(the proof in the ease B 1 = B 2 is the same). On applking a renumbering and 
a simultaneous conjugation of the matrix units we may achieve that B l = 
{i . . . . .  b}, B 2 = {b + I . . . . .  2b}, and el,),, . . . .  e~:,,j2,, belong to the block B. 
For any l > n, identify M,(K)  with the subalgebra of Mr(K)  spanned by the 
matrix units {eij r I < i , j  ~< n}. Thus we may suppose that n = bd fbr some 
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integer  d. Ident i fy  the algebras 
• ~L , (c )  - -M , , (C )  % .%(c)  
by the l inear extension of the map 
eij-+ ffi; ~ eli][I l" 
where i = b([ i ]  - 1) + i, i ~< [i l  ~< d, and 1 ~< i ~< b. Then we have bv (1) 
that 
s,,,(e,,a . . . . .  e, , / . )  = ~_, t'v,, ,(,'~,;,. . . . .  ,,; ; . )  ® e,,,,. 
I .< p. q <. d 
where the grai)h F is the tbllowing: V( l ' )  = 1 . . . . .  d}, E (F )  = {x 1 . . . . .  x,,,). 
:ln([ 
(~(s ) . r ( , ' ) )  = ( [~, l , [ . / , ] )  
for s = 1 . . . . .  m. Now the edges x I . . . . .  xe; , start at vertex 1 and end at 
vertex 2: hence bv Theorem 1.3 we have Pr,. :(G, i:' . . . .  el,,,),) = 0 for all 
p. q implying that S,,,(e,,j:, . . . .  e,,,,i. ,) = 0. 
(ii): l_x.~t us suppose that the condit ions of this statement are satisfied. 
V( I ' )  = {1 . . . . .  k} and E(F )= {x l . . . . .  xx}. The existence of ?lX;I edges 
from ~'l to V., is equivalent u i th  the existence of a block of size 1",',1 
containing 2[V,] among the k × k matrix rants e,,( iml ) . . . . .  c,,~x)¢lx )-
Therefore 
S.~.( ,. c]mm ) . . . . .  e(,~.~.),4 x )) = o 
bv (i), implying [)y (1) that 
Y'- Pr, ,( I. . . . . .  1)e,j = O. 
The equal i~'  Pr,,.,(1 . . . . .  1) = 0 means that the numbers  of even and odd 
Euler ian paths of ['i, 'q are equal. • 
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4. GRAPHS WITH TWO VERTICES 
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In this section we give a complete description of the Eulerian graphs with 
two vertices such that the correstxmding identi~" is satisfied by the n × n 
matrix ring over any characteristic-0 commutative ring C with unity. A 
directed graph with two vertices can be described by a 2 × 2 incidence 
matrix (a( i , j ) ) ,  with nonnegative integer entries where a( i , j )  is the number 
of edges from i to j. 
THEOREM 4.1. let  C be a unitary commutative ring of characteristic O, 
and let Fj,, u be an Eulerian graph with two vertices. Assume that the vertices, 
are nu,d)ered s'o that p = 1. 7"hen Pr~ , = 0 is a polynomial identity on 
M,,(C) if and only if one of the fidlowi~'~'g three conditions applies for Fp, u: 
(1) F has at least 4n edges. 
(2) F ha~s 2n-fidd multiple edges. 
(3) p = q, and the incidence matrix of F ~ 
where b >~ 1 and d is o&l. 
Proof. We already know from Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 that the 
ix)lynomials corresponding to a graph satisfying (1) or (2) are identities on 
M,,(C). 
For an)' Eulerian path of an Eulerian graph Fl. l satisf)4ng (3) we have 
Xrr(l) "'" X~r(N) ~ IUI " ' 'W2n- I  ~b" 
where w~ is a wtdk starting and ending at vertex 1, that is, either w~ is a loop 
at vertex 1 or it is a walk starting with an edge from vertex 1 to 2, followed by 
some loops at "2 and ending with an edge |'tom 2 to i. At least "2n among the 
walks w, are of odd length- - the 2n - 1 loops and at least one of the longer 
walks--s ince the integer d is odd. Suppose that wi, . . . .  w~ are the walks of 
odd length (i.e. g >~ 2n) and w),, . . . .  wj~, are the walks of even length (i.e. 
h ~< b - 1). Let us construct a graph A. The vertex set of A is {1 . . . . .  h + 1}, 
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the edge set of A is {Yl . . . . .  Y2h, ~} and 
(~( i ) . r ( i ) )  = 
(t, + l, i) 
( i -h .h  ~- 1) 
(h  + l ,h  + 1) 
for i = 1 . . . . .  h, 
for i =h  + 1 . . . . .  2h ,  
fi)r i = 2h + 1 . . . . .  2h + ~. 
\ \ ' e  say for a I )ernmtation /.t that /x ~ 7r it" 
Xta . ( l ) . . .  X / , ( . \ I  = /Up( l ) . . . lZ ) , (2 t ,  | . h~ 
t t)r s()me p. (~h'arly, ~ is an ('( luivalence relation on the set of Euler ian 
t,aths of I" I i. and we shall denote  by [~r] the equivalence class of  rr. 
( :ons ider  the l)olynomial 
& . . . . . . . .  ( !/I . . . . .  tJ2J,-~)- 
and let us r('l)lac(, the variables y, I)v the wor(ts w: as follows: 
+ P: . . . . . . . .  ( , . , , .  . . . .  w,,, 1 . . . . .  . . . . . .  , . ,  ) 
= ~ sign(/ .t)x~,d~.. . .v~,(x).  
()n mmnnint/, the polyl lonlials on lh(." r ight-hand side of  the above e(tualib :, as 
rr runs over a complete  set of  equivalence classes of  the relation ~,  we 
ot)tain the polynomial  Pr, .. On the other  hand, A has at least 2n loops at 
vertex h + I; hence by Theorem 1.3 Pa,,,, ,_, is conta ined in the T-ideal 
generated by the standar(t polynomial  So_,,, implying that Pr , ,  is also con- 
brined in this T-ideal. 
So the only thing that we have to show is that if N = IE(F) I  ~< 4n - 1 
and r~ q does not satist;," (2) and (3), then there are n x n matrix units 
~', i, . . . . .  e , , : ,  w i th  
Pr, ,,(ei,,:, . . . .  e , , ; ,  ) :/= 0. 
or  equivalently,  
S~, (e ,O  ' ® e, ,~l )m ) . . . . .  e,, j ,  ® e,,(x:) ,(~,)) 
= Z Z a,,.~,te,: ®e~t ,  
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where a,o,jo, l.q ~a 0 for some io,Jo. We shall prove it by induction on the size 
of matrices. The case n = 1 is obvious. Now let us suppose that n > 1 and 
the theorem holds for (n - 1) × (n - 1) matrices. 
Take a graph F with incidence matrix 
(a 
where l <~a<~2n-3 ,2<~b=c<~2n-2 ,1<~d<2n-2 ,  and N= 
a + b + c + d ~< 4n - 1. By our induction hypothesis, for the graph I" with 
incidence matrix 
a-I b- l )  
c 1 d 1 
there are (n - 1) × (n - 1) matrix units such that 
S.~,,_4(eiljt ® (do.(l)r(1), . . . ,  e.,x._.d,~., ® ec*(N-4)'r(.\'-4)) 
= ~-, Y" ai.j..~.teij ® Gt,  
l<~i,j<.n-1 l<~s.t<~2 
where  ai,,.jo.l.l :#: 0 for some io , jo.  Now 
SN(eith ® eo'(l)~-(l),'' ", ¢'is .4J'¢-4 ® C~r(N-4)r( N- 4)' 
ej,)n ® el l ,  enn ® ¢d12, (dnn ® g'~22, ¢dnn ® e21) 
= S~,_ , (e ,o  ' ® e,,(l),(l ). . . . .  e,,. 0 ...... ® e,,(-~'-4),(.~'-4)) 
X ej. n ® el lS3(enn ® el2, e.,, ® ez2, e. ... ® e21 ), 
because of a product of the elements in some order of substitution i to S.\, is 
zero unless the elements e.... ® "-" are consecutive, the), are at the end, and 
they follow the element ej,,, ® ell .  Oil the other [land we have 
e) ,, ® ellS.~(e .... ®el2,e,,, ,  ®e22.e  .... ® e21)ejo . ® ezl + ' " ,  
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since evze22e2t = ell and the product of these matrix units in any different 
order equals 0. Hence 
S.v(Ch.h ® eo ' ( l ) r ( l )  ' " " " ' ei.~ .UN .~ 
®tgo. ( .V_4) r (N_4)  , 6'),,,, ® ell , enn ® e l l ,  e .... ® el+ z, e .... ® e+zi ) 
( ' / i . . j c ) . l . le i4~n ® e l l  "~ . . .  
implyinf{ that 
PI. t ,(e+uj,, . . . .  e+,v,) 4= 0 
(if the edges were numbered suitahly). 
We shall use the ab¢we argument in many special cases. We take an 
Eulerian graph I'l.q with N edges and incidence matrix a ' 
deleting some edges of this graph (we suppose that the edges are numbered 
so that they are the last few) we get a graph ['l. 0 with N edges. We apply the 
induction hypothesis and choose (n -  1 )× (n -  I) matrix units 
e io  I . . . . .  eiqj~ with 
/ 
S.,+. I e+,.+,,. ® e,,o)+.U), . . . ,  <+~j<' ® e+.(~,+)+.<.q)I/ = ai../,,.t.qe+,,+," ® +;lq + "'" 
\ 
where a, , , . j . . l .q  v~ 0. After that we /~ve some elements e 
J U ri 
e t,._ . . . .  e .... ®e~, ~t . , _~,s° thatwehavctheequa l i t ies  
® est t t ,  e~,an ® 
Sx:(e i , j ,  ® e,,( l )~u) . . . . .  e i , j ,  ® e,,(.<)~(:\~, ej,.,, ® e,,t:, e .... ® e,:t  2 . . . .  ) 
= S ; (e iu  ' ® e, ,u)~u ) . . . . .  ei~j~ ® e,,{.f) ,{?~))ei  ,, 
®e~,t,S,\.-:,~ l(enn ® +' .~t2 , . . . )  
= ka,, . i , , .  1 qei,,,, ® elq + "'" 
with k e(tu~d to 1 or 2, which implies that Pr, ,(e,~:, . . . . .  e , , , )  4= O. 
The following list contains the details. First we give some restrictions on 
a, b, c, d, then the incidence matrix of [', and finally the matrix units 
e~,,~, . . . .  e,, ~t, .~. Case (1) is the one that we have investigated in detail. In 
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all cases we suppose that a +b +c  +d~4n-  1 and a ,b ,c ,d~2n -2 ,  
unless something else is announced: 
(1) 2n - 3 >~ a >t 1, b = c >/ 2, 
ell,  ev2, e2~_, ('2v 
(2) a /> 2, b =c>~2,  d<~2n-3 ;  (,~-2,. 1 
(3) a = 1, b =c  >/2, d = O; 2 
(4) a = O, b =c>/2 ,  d>~ 1; ( , ,~2  
(5) a = O, b =c  >~2. d=O;  ( " • ¢, _ 
- '  
(6) a >/ i, b =c  = 1, d >~ 2; l 
(7) a=O,b=c= 1 d>~2; ( " 
(: ') (8) a =O,b  =c= l ,d  <~ 1; i ,l " 
(9) a = I b =c= 1, d<-. 1; ( " - |  I,) 
" ,: d ; 
(lO) a>~2, b=c= l ,d~< 1;(  a -2  /,) 
¢" d ; 
( I1)  a >/ 1, b -  1 =c>/  1, d>l l; (",.-II 
(12) a=O,b- I  =c>~2, d>~l ; (  " 
(" 1 
(13) a =O,b-  1 =c>12,  d=0;  (,.[[ 
(.14) a =O,b -  1 =c  = 1, d=O;  ([' 
(15) a = O, b - i =c  = 1, d= 1; (,. "
(16) a =O,b -  1 =c= 1, d>/2 '  ( " 
' t: .- 1 
(17) a >1 i, b -  I =c>1 1, d = O; (",.- li 
(18) a ~< 2n - 3, 1 ~ b =c  + 1 ~< n, 
b-  I 
d 
b -1  
d-  I 
b- I  
d 
b 
d - 2 
b 
e/ - 2 
C22, C21, C12, C22. 
d >~ I; ( " -  1 I, - l 
e ' - . l  d -1  
b-  1) 
d ; (?11' CII, (;12, c21" 
; C21, e l l ,  C12, C21. 
; C21" (?12, C22, (:'21" 
; (;21' 6'12, ('21" 
; e22, C22, C21" ('11" 
; C22, C22, C21. 
; 
CII. 
CII, Cll. 
b-I ) 
d -  1 ; C22'C21'CI1'C12" 
b - 2 )  
d - I ; c12' C22' 17'21' ("12" 
h - 2 )  
rl ; C12' C21' C12" I 
b ). 
d 
b-- 1) 
d -  ] ; 6't2'C22" 
,,;) d ; C22' U'21' C12' C22" 
b - 2 )  
d ; CI2' C21" (211' CI2" 
b-  
d = 2n - 1; ,,~ t H 
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(19) 1 ~< a ~ 2, b = c + I = 2n  - 1, d ~ 1; 
(20)  a ~< 1, b = c + 1 = 2n  - I, I ~< d ~< 2; 
¢12,  C22" C21" UI2" 
19:3 
( ; ,  , 2) 
I d " 
( ) a h - 2 
r - 1 d = I " 
In the remain ing  cases we giw, inuned ia te ly  the subst i tut ion which shows 
the nonvan ish ing  of  the  polynonfial ,  l ,et us examine the case a = 2n  - 1. 
t) = c ~< n, 2 f  = d ~< 2(n  - b).  We use the notat ion x o y = xy + !Ix. \Ve 
have the equal i ty  
~.\  ( t " | l  " ~12,  ¢'22, ¢'23, " • " , Cn,~ ' 
UI n • I" C2n • 2 . . . . .  e l ;n -h"  Uu-  11" ~n- -22 , ' ' ' "  Uu*hb"  
~n . b n • b • I , ¢~n t b n *b -2  • " " " ' (]n • b n -b  ~ J ,  
~'n+ h ÷ I n+h, Cn ~-h-2n "h'  ' ' ' "  r~" _h.; l~ .h )  
= ~(£ '11  ° ' :1 , ,  , IC, ,*11)' ;12(C22 °"2 , , .2" , , .22)"2 :~ "'" "t,. It, 
o o o 
)( UL' b -~ 1 ('~h - I b • 1Ub + I b • 2 " " " Un  n 
= 2e] te le2eeze2s  "'" 2f!el ,  t,e~,J,* i "'" ~',,,, = 2~'f!el,, • 
As in the proo f  of  Theorem "9.1. we ident i fy ezl x~Sth 
e i j® fl,HJl ~ M,(C)  ~ M,(  C ). 
So bv (1) 
Pr, ,(el,S, . . . .  e id ,  ) = 2" f !e , , .  
where  e, 1~ . . . .  , e , , j ,  are the matr ix traits we subst i tu ted  into Sx., and the 
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edges of  F are numbered  so that ( t r (s ) ,  r ( s ) )  = ([i~], [j ,]). 
The  list below contains the missing graphs and the 2n  x 2n  matrix units 
which give the requi red substitution as in the above example. Case (22) is the 
one we just discussed in detail: 
(21) a ~< 2n - 1, b = 1, c = 0, d ~ 2n  - 1; el l  , el2 , e22 . . . . .  ely, efn+l  , 
en+l.+l, e.+l~+ 2, e,,+z.+ 2. . . . .  en+~.+g if a = 2 f -  1, d = 2g  - i ,  and 
the other  subcases are similar. 
(22) a =2n-  1, b =c  <~n, 2 f=d<~ 2(n -b) ;  el l ,  e12, e22 , ez3 ,
• . . ,enn,  e ln÷ 1, e2n+2, . . . ,ebn~-b ,  en+l l ,  en+22, . . . ,en+bb,  en+bb+l,  
en+bn+b+2' ' ' ' '  en+bn+b+f'  en-b+ In+b, en+b+2n+b, ' ' ' ,  en+b+fn+b. 
(23) a=0,  b=c=2n-1 ,  d=0;  e l .+ l  , e2 .+ l  , e2.+.2, e3.+.2, 
. . . .  e..2., e.  + l l, e.  + 1.2. e.  +.2.2, e .  +.2.3 . . . . .  e.2 . .. (We note that this case was 
sett led in [1, 4].) 
(24)  a = 1, b = c = 2n  - 1, d = 0; e l l ,  e l , ,+ l ,  e .2 .+ l ,  
e2n+'2e3n+2" ' ' ' ' en2n  ' en+l l '  en*12 ,  fn+22, en+23, ' ' ' , e2nn .  
(25) a=0,  b=c=2n-1 ,  d= 1; e l .+ l ,  e.2,,+1 , e2.+z , e3.+.2, 
• " . ,en2n, e2n2n, en+l l ,  en+12,  en+.2.2, en+23, . . . ,e .2nn .  
(26) 2 f  = a ~< 2(n - b), b = c ~< n, d = 2n  - 1; et l ,  el2 , e.21, el3 , eal , 
. . . ,e l f ,  eel, en~l ,  en+ln+l ,  en+ 1 n+.2, en+2n+.2 ,  • . . , en+f+ln+f+l ,  
en+f+ l f+ 1, el+ 1 n-f+ 1, en +f+ 1 n +f+2, en +f÷e n +f+2, en +f+2f+.2" 
(27) 2 f -  1 = a ~< 2(n - b), b = c ~< n, d = 2n - I; el l ,  el.2, e.21, el3 , 
e31, . . . ,e l f ,  eel, e ln+l ,  en+ln+l ,  en+ln+2,  en*2n+2, . . . ,en+f+ln+f+l ,  
en+f+l f+ l ,  e f+ ln+f+l ,  en+f+ln+f*2 ,  . . . .  e2n2n, e2nn. 
(28) a=2n-  1, b =c+ 1~<n,  2 f+ 1 =d~<2(n-b)+ 1, el l ,  
e ln+l '  en+l l '  e l2 '  e'22, e '2n+2,  en+22,  " ' ' ,  eb- l b ,  ebb, ebb , l ,  
eb+lb+l , . . . ,enn ,  enn+ b, en+bn+b, en+bn+b+l,  en+b+ln+b . . . .  ,en+bn+b+ f ,
en~b+fn-b .  
(29) a =2n-  1, b =c+ 1 ~n,  2 f=d<~2(n- -b ) ;e l l ,  e l .+ l ,e .+l l  ' 
el2,  e22, e2n+2,  en+.22 , . . . ,eb_ lb ,  ebb, ebb+ l , eb+lb+l , . . . ,enn ,  enn+ b, 
en+b n+b+ l, en+b+ l n+b, • " • , en~b n+b+f, en+b+fn+b" • 
COROLLARY 4.2. I et  Fp.q be an Eulerian graph with two vertices and 
less than 4n edges. If Prp.q = 0 is a polynomial identity on Mn(C) [where 
char (C)  = 0 and C has a unity], then Prp, is contained in the T-ideal 
generated by the standard polynomial Szn. 
The author thanks V. Drensky for the useful discussions. 
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